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Abstract. The problem of integrating European standards in the field of innovation management (SIM) into the existing quality management systems (QMS) of organizations is considered. The authors analyze the most relevant developments of the methodological foundations of innovation management, as a promising direction of scientific knowledge, and research aimed at summarizing the practical experience of its implementation in various sectors of the economy and the service sector. Particular attention is paid to analyzing scientific publications in the field of industrial innovation. The main directions of integrating innovation management methodologies into the systems of quality management of products and services operating at enterprises and organizations are proposed. The conceptual model of the innovation management system is presented, which contains its key elements. It is shown that for industrial enterprises and manufacturing firms it is inappropriate to have two different systems (QMS and SIM), which tend to the same goal namely to improve the product quality. A process model of innovation management that implements the principle of quality management called “Improvement” is proposed, and the description of the model is given. The specificity of implementing QMS and SIM integration processes at Russian enterprises of the machine-building complex is revealed.

1 Introduction

Currently, special attention is paid to solving issues in the management decision-making system [1], to introducing and developing TQM techniques in industrial enterprises [2], to carrying out new optimization techniques and implementing quality control procedures in the quality management systems (QMS) of organizations [3] and industrial enterprises [4, 5, 6] of various industries, including: construction [7, 8], medicine [9, 10], oil refining and gas industry [11], etc.
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In 2015, the European Committee for Standardization CEN/TC-389 [12] developed a set of European standards in the field of innovation management (CEN/TS 16555 – Innovation Management – Part 1: Innovation Management System [13]), which was finalized, approved and recommended for implementing in organizations.

In this regard, in recent years, the work of the scientific community has been aimed at developing the methodological foundations of innovation management as a promising direction of scientific knowledge [14, 15, 16, 17, 18], as well as at summarizing the practical experience of its implementation in various sectors of the economy and services [19, 20, 21, 22]. A special role in the given study is the analysis of scientific publications in the field of the industrial innovation [23, 24, 25].

2 Theory

Innovation management is the use of techniques and methods that are meant to justify making rational management decisions. Combining these methods and techniques constitute a special methodology for innovation management. In modern market conditions, innovation management is one of the important directions in the development and success of an enterprise.

At the same time, the issues of practical application of innovation management at machine-building enterprises with the presence of already functioning quality management systems (QMS) remain insufficiently developed and researched. This study was meant to solve this problem.

The innovation management system ensures the implementation of activities to create innovations on a continuous basis, regardless of the company size.

Fig. 1 presents the conceptual model of the innovation management system, which contains its key elements [26].
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**Fig. 1.** The conceptual model of the innovation management system.
In the Russian Federation in 2014-2015 on the basis of the CEN/TC international standards complex [13], the family of national standards “Innovation Management” was developed and approved, and the work began on certifying innovation management systems (SIM) [27].

At the same time, practice has shown that it is inappropriate for enterprises to have two different systems (QMS and SIM), which strive for the same goal namely to improve the product quality. In this regard, for functioning and developing industrial enterprises at this stage, the problem of having methodological support for implementing the integration process of the innovation management system which is under formation and the existing quality management system is becoming topical and vital.

Introducing innovation management under the existing certified quality management system was considered by the authors as a modern and effective methodology for implementing the well-known principle of quality management called “Improvement” (in particular, “Continuous Improvement”) [27].

To do this, the authors propose to consider each of the QMS processes as an improvement (refinement) by using the following subsystems of innovation management techniques [13].

**Strategic monitoring and forecasting management** provides both decision support with reliable information and knowledge, and value analysis for the organization: understanding customers’ current and future needs and the market; considering the competitive environment; understanding the organization limitations, opportunities and risks; identifying new markets, cooperation, services, products and technologies; technological and regulatory changes; new standards; sources of financing, etc.

**Innovative thinking** provides developing a special approach that involves each employee of the organization in the innovation process; it is developed gradually on the basis of traditional techniques associated with the process of designing material objects.

**Intellectual property management** through controlling, protecting and using intangible assets owned by the author, provides freedom of authors’ action in developing innovative products, their protection against counterfeit and violations of property rights.

**Collaboration management** ensures implementing interaction processes of individual groups within the organization and using external knowledge potential (team collaboration, community collaboration, networking, open innovations); this, in general, contributes to increasing the potential of creativity and the success of corporate interests in the field of innovation.

**Creativity management** within an organization can be implemented in several directions: creating an innovation strategy focused primarily on promoting creativity; providing creative and creativity-stimulating leadership; generating ideas; documenting ideas, etc.

A detailed description of various methods of innovation management is given in the family of Russian national standards “Innovation Management” [27].

### 3 Results

The authors’ studies were carried out in relation to the Russian enterprises of the machine-building complex.

The authors have developed a scheme for integrating innovation management techniques with the existing quality management systems of organizations and enterprises and presented it in the form of a process model in Fig. 2 [28]. The left column gives the names of the processes of the QMS in accordance with the requirements of the Russian standard 9001-2015 [27]; the right column lists the methods of innovation management.
described above; connecting lines having circles with numbers show the possible directions of applying these techniques to improve specific QMS processes, a list of which is given later in the text.

The main directions of improving the implementation of processes in existing QMS enterprises through their integration with the methods of innovation management are as follows:

1. The organization environment that is assessing internal and external factors to achieve the planned level of quality results based on implementing strategic forecasting management.

Fig. 2. The process model of innovation management.
2. Leadership that is implementing the organization quality policy, which determines certain levels and types of improvement in carrying out QMS processes, which ensures its success and competitiveness in the market.

3. Planning that is a strategy to ensure the organization innovative development.

4. Means of support that is a system for managing differentiation and integration of intracorporate and externally acquired knowledge required to meet the organization present and future needs, which is ensured by dramatic changes in staff qualifications through its training by using interactive methods, the purpose of which is to create the foundations of employees’ innovative thinking.

5. Cooperation management that is a factor of identifying and creating conditions for understanding all stakeholders’ needs and expectations other than contractual customers’ and end users’ needs and expectations, which allows accumulating not only internal, but also external ideas within the organization.

6. Planning at the stages of the life cycle of products and services that is a procedure for forming and implementing a system of processes necessary for developing and producing innovative products at different stages of its life cycle, taking into account the risks and potential changes that may occur during its production.

7. Requirements for products and services that is a document agreed with the responsible executives, confirming the organization ability to produce the proposed innovative products.

8. Design and product development that is making an action plan for a project to create an innovative product or service, which includes an analysis of constraints and risks, resource requirements, and the definition of contractors’ functions and responsibilities.

9. Management of creativity in designing and developing products provides control over the process of integrating ideas that can be used to carry out innovative products or services with a specific system of the given characteristics.

10. Using schemes and maps of the strategic and operational level of innovation management in the organization under designing and developing products that is a method of structuring processes from a systematic approach (for example, a roadmap, a documented decision to launch a project, etc.), which allows the customer to control “the route of implementing” the project by the performer.

11. Intellectual property management that is a tool to support innovation through authorizing ideas and methods used to develop innovative products or services, and solving problems of intellectual property protection, as well as optimizing the cost of support and acquisition of intellectual property.

12. Management of external suppliers that is a factor optimizing the influence of all stakeholders (suppliers and partners) on achieving the organization planned results in the field of innovation.

13. Assessing the results of innovation activities of the QMS that is a factor in improving the implementation of the processes of monitoring, measuring, analyzing and evaluating the effectiveness of the quality management system by expanding and deepening the initial information about the innovations performed.

14. Improvement that is a result of integrating the innovation management methods and processes of the existing QMS at the enterprise: the presence and phased implementation of a base of new ideas by increasing staff creativity, the level of its intra-corporate interaction and interest in the results of the joint activities.

4 Conclusion

Studies show that integrating the innovation management methodology and product quality management systems provides enterprises with the following benefits: accelerating the
increase in output, increasing revenues and profits from innovations; new thinking and new values for the organization; obtaining additional benefits as a result of better understanding of future market needs and opportunities; assisting in identifying and reducing risks; increasing the organization collective creativity and intellectual potential; obtaining additional benefits as a result of cooperating with partners in the innovation process; motivating employee’s involvement in the company innovative activity and stimulating the teamwork.

At the same time, the specifics of implementing the integration processes at Russian enterprises of the machine-building complex are characterized by a high level of inertia in making such decisions, which is especially characteristic of enterprises created before the 90s of the 20th century and retaining a large number of employees.
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